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About This Content

Enhance your Vault-hunting experience with a fresh new style! This pack contains the Horned Child head and Bring Out Your
Dead skin for the Mechromancer - look for them in the character customization menu! This pack requires the Mechromancer

pack, sold separately.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)
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borderlands 2 siren madness pack. borderlands 2 mechromancer madness pack

Better than G-Ball!. Amazing route. this route is good for the class 67 Diamond Jubilee scenario: Diamond in the rough..
Overall pretty fun game but lacking content. I'd really like to see a button combination mini-game. Similar to something like
DDR \/ Guitar Hero. I think it would be pretty fun. Also a mini-game that involves pressing one button as much as possible in a
certain amount of time. Think of the game "Domination" from Mario Party 4.. I kinda wanted to both enjoy and see how bad
this game was after all the bad rap it got recently, and how some idiots were going like "Is this going to be the biggest horror
game this year?!?"

So, basically.....This game plot's kinda cliche, you are running away from the police and you fall inside of some abandoned
building with killer....Puppets? I'm not even sure.

Now, for the gameplay. This is pretty awkward. This seems like a first person horror game at first, but it's not really that. You
can only move forward, and turn around to face behind you. No, you can't go back, and this is a problem when it comes to
certain enemies. I'll talk about it in a bit. You can also look to the sides to check if there's a cute cuddly monster on the
perpendicular corridors. In this game, you're in a long♥♥♥♥♥corridor. where, as I said before, you may only move forward.
To the left and right of the corridor, there are random perpendicular corridors that spawn enemies now and then. You go from
point A to point B, simple, right?

It is at first. You just rush through the seventh floor, and the enemy behind you can't catch you. Then, you move into the sixth
floor, and this is where it kinda gets annoying. There's a new enemy now that pops out of the aforementioned perpendicular
corridors. You can't tell where it's going to pop up UNTIL you are right next to the corridor, and then it will show it's ugly face.
Just blast it with the flashlight, and it will go away. Now, if you are rushing, you will NEVER see it coming, you'll just
encounter that monster's jumpscare. So, you gotta stutter step all the way each time you encounter doorways, and rush the other
part of the corridor, or else the big fuzzy monster will♥♥♥♥♥♥you.

On the next floor, you also gotta watch out for growling in said doorways, you gotta check those long, dark corridors, shine your
flashlight, and stun another monster hiding there, or it's game over. Yes, you might sometimes go past the doorway accidentally,
because when you stop moving, there's some momentum that might ♥♥♥♥ up your chance to peek inside of a doorway.

When I thought FNAF was cheap with it's jumpscares at times, relying mostly on that, this game....Oh god, it's even worse. You
can encounter a jumpscare less than 5 seconds into the game, and you know what they say. If you're being jumpscared each 5
seconds, it will lose it's magic REALLY FAST. It's not even scary after a while.

Now, about the flashlight. It sucks. Let's move on......

Why does it suck? Because it only stays on for a few seconds, and it's quite unreliable, sometimes you just gotta "smack it".

The best part of the game is the cheesy, glorious jingle after you finish a level, eat your heart out FNAF.

There's a bit of a spoiler here....Watch your flashlight during the cutscenes, or the game will troll you!

So, I'd say, buy this on a sale if you want, the magic will fade rather quickly, but you will have a few laughs that make this
worthy of a random night with friends or alone. It's not the worst I've played, but it's just quite lackluster at the moment.. This is
a borderline decision. The game has great things going for it, that you can read about in other reviews. Quite graphics - not due
to their lack of beauty (which they lack) but due to the lack of functionality - playin on a 2560x1440 is pretty hard - really small
chars and text.

The main killing point is interface functionality - inventory management is painful.

. A very engaging game. Battle system feels mundane in my opinion, but story, characters and music is amazingly enchanting. A
good game overall.
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Thank you for supporting Linux!. awesome game, runs like butter on any system and the gun play is insane fun. UniBall is a
great game. It has a diverse and unique community which has supported the game throughout its highs and lows, and NickW has
shown clarity and determination to ensure this game continuously develops. From this, I believe the transition to Steam will
rightfully bring UniBall into the spotlight, and thus giving the game the popularity it deserves.. Good experience.. milestone
have come a long way with improving the franchise and each year it gets better and better.
with the introduction of the unreal engine and things like podium and grid animations really make a huge difference, dont get
me wrong there is still alot of improving to do and things that could be added such as being able to see pit crews etc when
comng out from the pits but i believe things liek that will be added in the future.
defo worth a buy if youve enjoyed previous editions. Wow, this is really a fun polished little game. A really nice pleasant
surprise.. Its a good game but it could be longer.
Also there are some glitches but nothing game breaking.. its pronounced "ees seven".... wtf

But seriously how have I never heard of this franchise this game was amazing!!! The combat is fast paced and fun, if your not a
fan of turnbased JRPG's give this a shot, I garantee you'll love it. After playing this game I almost want to play all the Ys games
now. this game isnt launching
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